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What Experts Are Saying

     “As soon as I tried Core Stix, I saw the endless possibilities for both group and 
private training.  If you want to stay on the cutting edge of �tness, get Core Stix at 
your facility!”  
    - Jill Brown, Group Fitness Master Trainer, Personal Trainer, �tness consultant

     “Core Stix is one of the best �tness products I have seen hit the market in a long 
time.  It improves muscular strength, cardiovascular endurance, �exibility and 
balance.” 
    - Gunnar Peterson, World Renowned Celebrity & Pro Athlete Trainer 

     "Core Stix provides one of the best total body workouts on our lineup.  Its �exible 
rods o�er resistance in multiple planes of motion and an almost unlimited number 
of exercise choices."  
    - Men’s Health Magazine

Stay on the cutting edge of functional �tness technology with Core Stix’ unrivaled versatility and e�ectiveness 
Dynamic, Exciting, and New!
     Whether you prefer small or large group �tness classes, boot camp or circuit 
workouts, Core Stix gives you all the tools you need to design and lead the most 
dynamic and e�ective full body group exercise class your clients have taken.

Unlimited Capabilities
     An unlimited number of single and multi-directional movements to keep 
your routines fresh, �uid, and unique.

More Core Activation
     Working out in a standing position is proven to more e�ectively strengthen 
the super�cial muscles of the core, and Core Stix provides a wider variety of 
standing exercises than any other device on the market.

Compact & Easy to Store
     Core Stix PGX board weighs ~40 lbs., is stackable, and takes up very little �oor 
space.  Perfect for any group exercise venue.

Maximum Workout E�ciency
     Transition from one exercise to the next in just seconds, so your clients spend 
more time getting �t.  Plus, hundreds of preset multi-station circuit setups are 
possible on every board!  And, studies prove that working out in a standing 
position is a far better way to strengthen the super�cial muscles of the core.

Learn more at corestix.com, youtube.com/corestix, facebook.com/corestix. E-mail: trainer@corestix.com  Phone: 855-COR-STIX
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